
Sunday morning in Cape Town...cold and wet. 
 
Got a note this week from a now ex member of this readership accusing me of writing a trivial travelogue based on life 
in Cape Town.  I’m rather pleased with this praise but I’d take issue with the word “travelogue” as I don’t travel quite as 
much as I did previously. 
 
Did two pieces of prep work this week that should both end up as new courses:  one is report writing; the other is online 
negotiation.  You will see from this sentence that I’ve used both a colon and a semicolon perfectly.  Ahhh, the pleasure 
of playing with grammar again...almost takes me back to 1982 which is when I last got paid to worry about it 
professionally. 
 
Both of these pieces of work involved collaboration and it’s quite a novelty to work with other folks these days.  I’m 
getting very used to doing things on my own. 
 
More sport than enough this week but the Boks beat the All Blacks so my SA friends are happy for once.  Shame there 
are very few Indian readers to this note as I’d love to ask them what the score was in current cricket! 
 
Enjoy your week. 
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This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

This week I saw what must be one of the worst films I’ve ever suffered.  I paid good money to go and see “Jock of the 

Bushveld” in 3D and it is unmitigated rubbish.  No wonder we were the only two people in the cinema...you can’t blame 

all of the people who weren’t there. 

I’m using Citymob at the moment.   They’re a Cape Town based internet company that issues discount vouchers online.  

I bought a morning’s cooking course (South Indian) and a couple of tickets to an exhibition at quite a discount.  There 

are several of these companies sending emails to subscribers and it does seem to offer genuine savings.  I’m sure the 

principle is now growing in every city. 

 

(08-12) 10:40 PDT ROME, Italy (AP) -- 

Undercover police have donned togas, capes and sandals to stop a turf battle among Italians who impersonate gladiators outside the 

Colosseum and other landmarks in Rome and make money by posing for camera carrying tourists. 

The trade has been tolerated for years, but that was before about 20 of the practitioners began assaulting and intimidating their competitors 

to take over lucrative tourist spots such as the Colosseum, the Forum and the Vatican, officials and police said Friday. 

So police decided to intervene disguised as gladiators, garbage collectors and tourists, but their operation at the ancient arena and the 

nearby Piazza Venezia wasn't easy. 

On Wednesday, police impersonating gladiators were attacked when they told competitors to leave the scene, but police dressed as 

garbage collectors and tourists came to their rescue. 

The Rome newspaper Il Messaggero said one suspect demanded the money a woman tourist had paid for a photo of herself with a 
gladiator, but it turned out the pair in the photograph were both undercover officers. 

Italian media carried photos or TV footage showing a handcuffed gladiator being taken away and a policeman pretending to be a tourist 
wrapping an arm around a gladiator's neck. 
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Relationship management 

 
I’m currently looking for a new security service for the house.  The contract with the current 
supplier seems to be running out...i.e they want me to sign a new contract. 
 
My prediction for their wanting me to sign a new contract was their desire to upgrade me or 
try to sell new services and we’re on a pretty decent footing at the moment except that they 
keep phoning me with a hard sell message. 
 
The fact that I’m already a customer and a perfectly happy customer shows how much 
they’ve fouled up if their attitude has driven me to look elsewhere. 
 
Moral is...don’t rock the boat with current customers.  Yes, you might like to upgrade them or 
sell them new products or services but don’t antagonise them otherwise you’ll just drive them 
away. 
 
I’ve always found it ironic that companies prefer new customers to current ones.  They’ll give 
you all manner of incentives to sign up but then take you for granted once you’re on the list. 
 
Now I’m looking for a new company I’m “new” all over again.  This is what promotes churn in 
business and you should do your best to protect your current client list at all costs. 
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The price of risk... 

Last week I talked about the total cost of ownership and I’ll continue on that theme. 
 
Risk is one of the key variables in a deal.  I remember doing a deal in Hong Kong where a client 
insisted on paying 22% more for a piece of electronics from a Japanese household name rather 
than an unknown Chinese competitor.  He told me it was worth the risk. 
 
He hadn’t calculated that the risk was +/- 22%, of course, but his intuition was directing him. 
 
The selling message is that clients will pay an enormous premium for risk reduction. 
 
The buying message is to ensure that you have a fair understanding of what that premium might 
be.  Look at the cost of warranties, replacements, mean time between failure, claims from 
customers etc.  All of these will give you a much better ability to put a realistic figure on risk rather 
than let your intuition tell you that it’s +/- any particular number. 


